
GHX Marketplace 
Bill Only
Supporting Clinical Staff As  
They Support Their Patients

This bill-only implant and consignment order solution 
provides data at the point of demand, enables formulary 
management, and helps improve transaction automation.  

GHX Marketplace Bill Only extends the reach of quality, 
accurate content and pricing to a health system’s end-
user community, drives item and price compliance across 
the procure-to-pay lifecycle, and delivers an enhanced 
user experience, improving supply chain control while 
simplifying the requisition process. This enables the 
procurement process to begin with the right product at 
the right price from the right source, therefore reducing 
the potential for matching errors, but most importantly, 
mitigating risk of clinical variation in patient care.

Automate, Approve, Audit  
GHX Marketplace Bill Only is a virtual ecommerce solution that aims to maximize sustained cost savings of 
bill-only implant and consignment order related spend throughout healthcare supply chain by driving contract 
utilization and efficiencies at the point of use.



Key 

Benefits

 Visit ghx.com/marketplace 
to learn more.

GHX Marketplace 
Mobile Edition 
The GHX Marketplace mobile edition 
application makes it easy for users 
to quickly search for or scan item 
barcodes while on the go, eliminating 
the need to manually enter orders.

With the mobile edition, clinical staff 
and/or suppliers can access their 
approved GHX Marketplace item 
catalog and content on their mobile 
device to build an order for items used 
in a procedure as documented on the 
case ID sheet.

Mobile edition is available on Apple or 
Android devices.

Together, GHX 
Marketplace Bill Only 
and mobile edition help 
solve the complexities 
of bill-only implant and 
consignment order 
documentation.
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Gives supply chain leaders control of the 
front-end item formulary

Intuitive and efficient workflow ensures 
quick adoption by users and consistent 
processes

Formularies reveal approved, contracted 
items with accurate pricing

Items used within a procedure captured 
at point of use, driving compliance and 
managing risk

Enhances savings initiatives and ensures 
accurate cost and charge capture

Streamlines reconciliation and provides 
visibility in the procurement lifecycle

Shortens time period between date of 
procedure and invoice paid date

Decreases manual order entry, helping to 
reduce match exceptions




